
Photon Pulse Train™ Technology 
Enables Complete Treatment In One Pass.

The MediLight
MEDICREATIONS



When it comes to versatility, the IPL (Intense Pulsed Light) is king.

It treats hyperpigmentation issues. 

Uneven tone. Sunspots. Birthmarks.

It can help with acne. Professionals reach for an IPL to smooth out skin 
texture. Even hair removal is part of its repertoire.

But not all IPLs are created equal.

You need something potent enough to perform treatments quickly, with 
high efficacy and ease-of-use. Equally important is a priority on minimizing 
risk and pain for patients.

In that regard, at first glance, the MediLight IPL doesn’t seem too different 
than the competition. 

Yet it features unique Photon Pulse Train™ technology that allows for a 
greater concentration of energy on the intended target, with lower risk of 
burning the surrounding skin. That means practitioners can perform more 
aggressive treatment options with greater ease-of-mind. One pass of 
energy, instead of several.

It is unparalleled when it comes to minimizing upkeep. A special 
swappable filter system means it’ll operate at peak efficiency for many 
years without service, and the filters won’t “burn out” in a few months.

Best of all? No arbitrary locks on modalities. What you see is what you get.

A True Jack-Of-All-Trades 
(With A Greater Punch).



America’s Leading Clinics
Use Medicreation Devices.

The MediLight:
IPL Mode

LCD Display

Pulse Train

Hertz

Chill Tip

Energy

Pulse Duration

Spot Size

Wavelength Filters

15” color touch LCD screen

Yes-up to 6 sub-pulses.

3Hz

Adjustable 0-20C

1-15 J/cm2

1-9.9 ms

12x50 mm

480/530/590/640/690nm

LHR Mode

NA

1-10Hz

0-20C

1-15 J/cm2

1-50 ms

12x50 mm

640mn



Sick of the Status Quo?
So Are We.
The Medicreations 
team has nearly 50 years of combined experience immersed in some of 

the world’s leading aesthetic device brands. 

So...    We got together some pretty smart 
scientists, engineers, and business people 
to do things differently. 

Our revolutionary idea:
 
Make a living with the people who use our 
devices, not from them.

We’ve learned how things are “supposed to 
go” from the giants of the industry. It’s 
terrible.

Devices built around... Expensive, single-use 
consumables. Manipulative sales tactics. 
Absurd pricing structures designed to gouge 
every last cent from care providers.



Quality Devices + Transparent Process
+ Fair Pricing = Our Promise

Aesthetic care professionals should have access to 
reliable, high-performance devices at prices that 
actually make sense.

As for our process, our representatives will never sell 
you a device that you do not need. If it won’t improve 
your business and make your life richer, it doesn’t go 

out the door. Period.

“The way it’s always been” isn’t the 
right way. We want to do better. 

That’s why we design our machines to utilize as few consumables as 
possible, even when competitors don’t. Why we have a 

industry-leading two-year guarantee for all parts and damage. Why 
even though we’d put our devices against nearly any other brand’s 

in terms of performance, we don’t charge a premium.



Always Built In Our FDA-Compliant
Facility Right Here In Las Vegas, NV.

Medicreations devices are some of the only 
aesthetic care devices fully manufactured in 
the United States, with at least 

of all components sourced 
from U.S. suppliers.

Our FDA-compliant facility 
features a clean room and 
full-service center, staffed by 
our excellent team of 
professionals. Every device is 
meticulously built and 
subject to strenuous quality 
control checks before 
shipping out.

We film videos of our process 
and offer guided tours of our 
facility on request. We are 
proud of how we build our 
devices and what goes into 
them. 

61% 

If you’re ever down in 
Vegas, let us know and 
we’ll show you around!



Power + Safety. Photon Pulse Train™ Technology Enables 
Rapid Treatment And Consistent Patient Comfort.

It might surprise you to learn that most IPLs never utilize 100% of their effective 
energy for any skin treatment.

That’s because as the IPL is utilized on things like hair, blood vessels, or 
pigmentation, the temperature of the skin climbs along with the overall energy used. 

Try to do too aggressive a treatment? You risk producing burns.

Switching the MediLight to Pulse Train mode completely 
upends this dynamic. This setting breaks up larger pulses into 

sub-pulses. As the energy builds, the device takes more 
frequent “rest” intervals between shorter pulses.

This keeps the skin cool and comfortable while treatment efficacy on the 
target hits its peak. It’s a no-compromise solution to IPL treatment.

Most MediLight treatments require only a single pass over the face or body, 
whereas other devices might require several.

How Photon Pulse Train™ Works
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Customize Individual IPL Treatments 
To An Absurd Degree.

“Swap-In” Filter System Means Greater
  Reliability, Less Burned-Out Filters.

You can modify practically every setting there is for the MediLight. Each one is 
independent of any other.

You can adjust the duration of each pulse. The pause between them. Even the length of 
energy emission for each particular sub-pulse.

There are, of course, recommended settings for each and every treatment you’ll want to 
perform. Settings that have been battle-tested in the real world and proven to be effective 
at what they should do.

But if a practitioner really knows what they’re doing, the MediLight’s inherent flexibility 
means they can create completely customized, one-of-a-kind treatments for their patients.

The bane of many IPL device owners is just how quickly the filters burns out after 
repeated treatments.

For some, this can take years. For the truly unlucky – months.

And it can take thousands (even tens of thousands) of dollars to replace these filters.

We’ve gotten rid of that gamble with a completely different system for the 
MediLight. It does come with one pre-coated sapphire handpiece for hair removal.

But the other handpiece is an uncoated IPL emitter, with a swappable filter system. 
These filters are located further away from the bulbs than a “traditional” system. 
This significantly reduces the risk of anything burning out, and allows more reliable 
and longer-lasting usage.

And not only that.



No Additional Add-Ons. One Handpiece 
With Every Filter You’ll Ever Need, Included.

How The MediLight Filters Work:

When you need versatility, reliability, and greater efficiency of 
power in an IPL: a MediLight might be what you’re looking for.

Most popular IPL devices come with a few pre-enabled modalities. 

Then, one by one, you buy the individual pre-coated handpieces you need to unlock 
different treatment options. Eventually, you can actually perform all the treatments 
you want to (after spending a small fortune).

We have a different approach. 

We just never lock anything in the first place.

Every MediLight IPL comes equipped with everything you’ll need to do any 
treatment it can do. Immediately. With no add-ons or fees.

Simply use one of the five swap-in filters or the pre-coated hair removal handpiece and 
you’re good to go.

When you need versatility, reliability, and greater efficiency of power in an IPL: a 
MediLight might be what you’re looking for.



How Much Can You Earn 
With A MediLight?

$120Small Area 
Treatment — /

$950 (10 sessions)Package —

$450Full Body — /
$3700 (10 sessions)Package —

$250Large Area 
Treatment — /

$1950 (10 sessions)Package —

$180Medium Area 
Treatment — /

$1450 (10 sessions)Package —

Monthly 
Treatments

Monthly 
Revenue

Annual 
Treatments

Annual 
Revenue

10
20
30
40
50

$1200
$2400
$3600
$4800
$6000

120
240
360
480
600

$14.400
$28,800
$43,200
$57,600
$72,000

Neck, Upper Lip, Chin, Bikini Line, Armpit, Belly button, Belly, 
Back of Neck, Shoulders, Beard lines, Cheeks, Hands, Feet, 
Toes

Monthly 
Treatments

Monthly 
Revenue

Annual 
Treatments

Annual 
Revenue

10
20
30
40
50

$2500
$5000
$7500
$10,000
$12,500

120
240
360
480
600

$30,000
$60,000
$90,000
$120,000
$150,000

Legs, Chest, Back

Monthly 
Treatments

Monthly 
Revenue

Annual 
Treatments

Annual 
Revenue

10
20
30
40
50

$1800
$3600
$5400
$7200
$9000

120
240
360
480
600

$21,600
$43,200
$64,800
$86,400
$108,000

Arms, Bikini, Upper Leg, Lower Leg, Bottom

Monthly 
Treatments

Monthly 
Revenue

Annual 
Treatments

Annual 
Revenue

10
20
30
40
50

$4500
$9000
$13,500
$18,000
$22,500

120
240
360
480
600

$54,000
$108,000
$162,000
$216,000
$270,000



Every Medicreations Device Is
Backed By An Industry-Leading

2-Year “We’ll Fix It” Warranty.

In the rare 
event your 
devices malfunction 
or break due to a 
technical defect—we’ll 
take care of it.

The benefit of having our 
manufacturing facility in the U.S. 
is that we always have access to 
the very same engineers and 
technicians who designed and 
built your machine in the first 
place. We know exactly how to get 
your devices working perfectly 
again. And if we don’t? We’ll 
replace it at no charge. Simple.

We stand behind our products for 
a full two years—double that of 
the industry standard. Nor do we 
require you to pay tens of 
thousands of dollars for that 
warranty. 

If you buy any 
Medicreations device, you 
just won’t have to worry 
about it for a full 730 
days, with options 
past that.



To most med spa operators, a 
single device can seem like an 
incredible investment. Here’s the 
calculus.

If a machine works out well, the 
buyer might earn a return in 2-3 
years. At which point they might 
buy a different one. Rinse and 
repeat, and they could one day 
provide the full range of 
experiences their patients are 
looking for. Theoretically.

Let’s skip that.

Medicreations offers a whole suite of 
products to deliver comprehensive 
aesthetic treatments for patients, all at the 
cost of a single device from other 
manufacturers. You can provide hair 
removal alongside skin tightening, body 
sculpting with muscle toning, or any other 
synergistic combination. No waiting for 
years—you could own them all tomorrow.

It’s a single 
instrument against 
an orchestra, a solo 
competing with a 
symphony. Only 
when all the pieces 
meld together will 
you find yourself 
producing that 
cohesive experience 
that is “just so.”

The difference 
between 1 device 
& several is 
incalculable.

The Whole Is Greater 
Than The Sum Of Its 
Parts, And Definitely
One Part Alone.



We         helping people learn the science and use behind our products. 
Seriously. So much so we actually built a little academy here in Vegas to 
do it better.

You’ll receive a comprehensive onboarding process when you get any of 
our lineup at no additional cost. Everything you need to know about 
usage and care of your devices will be included. That’s expected, a given. 
But we offer more.

love

Whatever you want to 
learn, we’ll provide.

Live
Demonstrations

Marketing
Help

Regular Webinars With Top
Doctors On The Science

Q&A
Sessions

In-Person Seminars
With Use-Cases

We’ll Teach You Everything About 
Your Device (And More Besides).



See If A Medicreations 
Device Is Perfect For You
Lets talk. We’ll make sure you understand the science 
behind the device you’re interested in, who it’s ideal 
for, and how to get the most from it. And if during the 
process, you find out you’re not so sure it’s for you? 

That’s OK.

We only want to sell devices that we sincerely believe 
will be a benefit to your practice, help you hit the 
goals you want to hit, and blow your ROI out of the 
water. 

Something that checks every box for you in particular, 
with NO exceptions. 

Maybe that something will be a Medicreations device. 

Disclaimer: No representation or warranty will be implied from any description of or claims regarding the equipment or its effectiveness or the ability 
to achieve any particular clinical results, whether written or oral, as contained in this brochure or similar statements made or furnished to buyer by any 
person including Medicreations personnel. The use of the equipment requires the expertise of sound professional judgment and the treatments results 
may be based on operator skill and experience, patient/client suitability, patient/client response to treatment and other factors beyond the control of 
Medicreations.  Operation of the equipment must be in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations and medical and treatments guidelines and 
for ensuring that each operator of the equipment is adequately trained and qualified to use and operate the equipment safely and properly and to 
perform procedures in accordance with such law, regulations and guidelines. Medicreations makes no representation or warranties regarding federal, 
state or local laws or regulations, or medical or treatments guidelines that may apply to the use and operation of the equipment. 

Contact:
Private Practice Solutions LLC 
www.ppslasers.com
E: info@ppslasers.com  |  T: (323) 389-6028


